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Equipo Navazos (EN)’ Jesus Barquin & Eduardo Oreja and PM Spirits’ Nicolas Palazzi have joined forces on a 
ground breaking project to release unique offerings of single cask, artisan crafted, pure (i.e with zero additives) 
Spanish Brandy of the highest quality. Their vision and desire was to offer distillates to connoisseurs in their purest 
expressions that reflect and honor both the terroir and craftsmanship of one of the worlds finest brandies. To this 
end, Equipo Navazos and Nicolas Palazzi have combined their diverse and acute experiences in selecting and bot-
tling the very best artisan single casks that have ever been available.

The style of brandies, in Spain, have historically been tailored to generally sweeter and expressions that display 
heavily oxidized, oak forward aromas and flavors. Equipo Navazos and Nicolas Palazzi share a love of pure and dry 
flavors in spirits, where the aging does not overwhelm the fruit and additives do not interfere with the true profile 
of the distillate. This necessitates sourcing the purest spirits of the highest quality, which have been perfectly aged 
to achieve a well integrated, exceptionally balanced and harmonious Spanish Brandy that is limited and absolutely 
unique.

These casks are nurtured until perfection at some of the most well known Jerez’ Bodegas the Navazos/Palazzi team 
have access to and then bottled, one at a time. Once a cask is depleted, no other of its kind will ever exist. This 
is the same approach one utilized for all Equipo Navazos’ Sherries and all PM Spirits’ cognacs. It is not only the 
caliber and quality of the products being offered that make those brandies so exceptional but also the singularity of 
each offering. 

Navazos-Palazzi single cask, artisan, pure Spanish Brandies all carry a testament of excellence and a seal of ap-
proval from both PM Spirits and Equipo Navazos—luminaries in the world of fine Wine & Spirits.

NAVAZOS - PALAZZI BRANDY DE JEREZ
Single cask, artisan, pure Spanish Brandies

Single Cask, pure, artisan Spanish Brandy
Origine: Jerez, Spain
Bottled: February 2013
Alcohol: 41.1% abv
Release of: 720 bottles

97 pts
Penin Guide 2014

93 pts
Antonio Galloni / Vinous

Release #2 - Single Fino Cask
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Single Cask, pure, artisan Spanish Brandy
Origine: Montilla, Spain
Bottled: August 2013
Alcohol: 40.1% abv
Release of: 720 bottles

96 pts
Penin Guide 2014

95 pts
Antonio Galloni / Vinous

Release #3  Old Montilla Single Cask

This cask was brought four decades ago to Pérez Barquero from the now defunct Bodegas Carbonell (in Aguilar de 
la Frontera). It was already an old brandy at the time of the transfer. While it is hard to say exactly, the liquid inside 
this cask is at least 50 years old. Yup, that’s right...

It has been stored in a cellar the average conditions of which are as follows:
- Average temp.: Summer 25ºC. Winter 11ºC 
- Average humidity: Summer 60-65%. Winter 75-80%.

The brandy had been pot-still distilled in La Mancha 
from the Ayren grape and stored in what was most 
likely an old Oloroso cask. This 632 liter cask has 
been bottled in August 2013 and was one of the oldest 
casks of Spanish brandies at the Perez Barquero bo-
dega. The cask yielded 720 half-bottles for sale plus a 
few cases for our own consumption. It has been bot-
tled at cask strength - 40.1% - with no additive. None. 
At all.

This is the third and last of our 2013 releases. It is the 
first time we have 3 products at once in the market - 
Single Fino Cask Jerez Brandy, Oloroso aged Rum, 
Old Montilla Single Cask Brandy - and a pretty awe-
some range to offer to the spirits geeks out there...

NAVAZOS-PALAZZI SPANISH BRANDY: OLD MONTILLA SINGLE CASK
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RON NAVAZOS-PALAZZI
Spanish Rum

WHO:
Jesús Barquín is credited for almost singlehandedly redefining Sherry, 
with his highly sought-after Equipo Navazos; most recently he co-au-
thored what is being called the definitive book Andalucía wines, Sherry, 
Manzanilla & Montilla.  Both notorious treasure-seekers—Barquín for 
lost butts of Sherry, Palazzi for barrels of rare distillates from his native 
France—they had initially come together to trail-blaze an entirely new 
frontier: single-cask Spanish Brandy.  Even with the unrivaled, centu-
ries-old history of Jerez and Spanish brandy, astonishingly, this collab-

oration revealed uncharted territory: Equipo Navazos and Nicolas Palazzi started making available completely 
un-manipulated single-cask Spanish Brandies, with absolutely no additives, resulting in the purest, rawest expres-
sion in the history of the category. 

WHAT:
A few months back, while visiting bodegas and looking for their next brandy bottling….

        …they stumbled upon rum. Aging in Jerez. In Oloroso casks….

A little research gave the team some more details:

100% molasses based, this rum was distilled somewhere in the Antilles and aged on site in first filled bourbon 
casks for a little over 5 years. The rum was then shipped to Jerez, Spain where it was transferred upon arrival into 
freshly emptied Oloroso casks where it stayed for 10+ years. There are 32 casks total that have been acquired by the 
Navazos-Palazzi team, enough to release 1,500 bottles per year for the next 4 to 5 years. This rum is bottled at cask 
strength - 51% Alc./Vol. - unfiltered, in its purest form. It contains zero additives.

Oloroso Casks, pure Rum
Origine: an island at the southern tip of 
the Antilles. Take a guess
Bottled: August 2013
Alcohol: 51% abv
Release of: 1500 bottles

96 pts
Penin Guide 2014

94 pts
Antonio Galloni / Vinous
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About Equipo Navazos (EN):

The story of Equipo Navazos is one of a passion shared. Knowing that sleeping treasures rest in bodegas and cel-
lars across Spain, Jesus Barquin & Eduardo Oreja, Equipo Navazos’ founding members, source these jewels, bottle 
them and make those Sherries available in very limited edition under EN’s “La Bota de...” label. 

Since its inception, Equipo Navazos (‘Navazos Team’), have built a loyal following that represent the who’s who of 
the wine world: oenologists, wine writers, sommeliers, along with deeply knowledgeable aficionados.

The project began in December of 2005 during a visit to a small bodega, when these Sherry lovers “discovered” an 
exceptionally fine old amontillado that had been there resting out of sight for twenty years, untouched. They select-
ed a butt and bottled it privately for their own enjoyment, sharing some bottles from this very cask with friends.
With these scarce 600 bottles thus was born Equipo Navazos as Jesus and Eduardo’s approach immediately became 
a revelation amongst Sherries aficionados. And the search for more gems was on. 

All of the selections made by Equipo Navazos belong, without any doubt, among the greatest wines of the world. 
What started as treasures found and bottled privately for a select group of wine lovers has since then kept grow-
ing—like any legend of greatness. Equipo Navazos has become the uncontested leader of single cask Sherry’s pure 
expression.

About PM Spirits:

PM Spirits is an independent cognac bottler and small New York-based import company specializing in the sourc-
ing of rare and high-end spirits with a strong emphasis on Cognac. Behind this one-man-operation is Nicolas Pala-
zzi, a French born and bred, brown spirits enthusiast with proprietary cellars in Cognac, France. 

PM Spirits, through its personal relationships with artisan distillers, brings these unique limited-bottling’s to the 
US to share with fortunate connoisseurs. Nicolas Palazzi is constantly hunting for spirits that were not destined for 
the open market, sourced from the best family run distilleries to present the ultimate in unadulterated, artisan, high 
quality spirits for the US enthusiast. 

Nicolas cultivates relationships in Cognac (and elsewhere) to make available limited edition, single casks of rare, 
aged and intriguing distillates.
In respect to Cognac these single casks are procured from small distillers’ family reserves which Nicolas has ac-
quired over time, ages further in his cellar and hand-bottles under a proprietary label, Paul-Marie & Fils. Nicolas 
also crafts ‘tailor-made’ cognacs for private collectors. 

Palazzi believes in bottling these expressions of pure artisan cognacs (and spirits in general) untouched (i.e. no 
additives, unfiltered) for the pure enjoyment of the spirits enthusiast.


